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I. INTRODUCTION 
In [lf Curtis showed that certain types of finite Lie type groups had a 
unique block of defect 0. Blocks of defect 0 were studied later in 171 and [2] 
in the apparently more general context of a finite group with a split (B, IV)- 
pair. This note completes the discussion started in [7] and [2] by determining 
the number of blocks of defect 0 in a group with a split (B, N)-pair. The more 
difficult question of determining all blocks has been successfully attacked by 
Dagger [3] and Humphreys [6] in the contexts of finite Chevalley groups and 
finite Lie type groups, respectively. Some of their techniques seem difficult 
to use with only the split (B, N)-pa ir axioms, i.e., without appealing to classi- 
fication theorems which say that a given split (B, N) pair is really a Lie type 
group. 
The finite groups with a split (B, IV) pair have been classified by Tits [9], 
Fong and Seitz [4], and Hering, Kantor and Seitz [S], and so the theorem of 
this note is a theorem about “known” groups. Nevertheless, the proof covers 
all these groups simultaneously and is much more elementary than the classi- 
fication theorems. 
We assume familiarity with either [2] or [7]; however, most of II can be 
read with only a familiarity with the first facts about groups with (B, N) 
pairs as presented in [S], for example. The notation is standard. <.A* j is 
the subgroup generated by *=. , and Xg = g-‘Xg. 
II. A SUBGROUP OF A MINIMAL PARABOLIC SUBGROUP 
Let G be a group with subgroups B, N which give G a (B, N) pair. Let 
($1 , s2 ,...1 s,) be the generating involutions of the Weyl group W = N/H, 
H = B r\ N. Assume G is saturated, that is H = tq (B” : n EN). (In the 
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terminology of Tits’ buildings [g], this is the same as assuming that iv is 
the juZZ set-wise stabilizer of an apartment.) For w E W, let Z(w) be the smallest 
integer ?a such that w can be represented as a word of length n in the .~‘s. There 
is a unique element ws E W such that Z(w,,) is maximal. wsa = 1. Let B, = 
B< = B n B”@i for 1 < i < n. Recall that B u BsiB is a subgroup of G. 
PROPOSITION 1. For each i, 1 < i < n, let wosiq, = sj and Pi = B u BsiB. 
Then Pi n Pp = Bi v BisiB, . 
In the context of Tits’ buildings, we are considering a face A of codimension 
one in the chamber stabilized by B and the face A’ in the opposite chamber 
(opposite with respect to the apartment stabilized by N) of the same type. 
The subgroup of the proposition is the stabilizer of A and A’, and the prop- 
osition asserts that this subgroup is 2-transitive on minimal galleries connect- 
ing A and A’. 
Proof. That w,,siwO = So for some j is a fact about root systems. (See, 
e.g., [Z, 1.8 viii].) 
Let Pi n Pj”‘” act by conjugation on the set of conjugates of B which are 
contained in Pi . It suffices to show that this action is Z-transitive and that the 
stabilizer of B in Pi n Pp is Bi . 
Every parabolic subgroup, B included, is self-normalizing [8, ThCoreme 31. 
Thus the stabilizer of B in Pa n Pjwo is B n Pi n Pp. But B n Pi = 
B n (B u Bs,B) = B by the Bruhat Theorem ([8, ThCoreme 1 (ii)], which 
says if w, w’ E W and BwB = Bw’B, then w = w’.) si E Pj ; so B n P?~o = 
B n pjsj% = B n pjwo*~. B n W@i = Bi by definition, and so, to show 
that the stabilizer of B in Pi n Pp is Bi , it suffices to show that 
B n (BQB)~@* = $. Using the axioms for a BN pair, one can easily show that 
s,~~,,Bs~Bw,,s, _C u BzuB, where w ranges over certain elements of W with the 
property that Z(w) > 1. Knowing this, the Bruhat Theorem implies that 
B n (Bs$)wi = 4. This proves that B, is the stabilizer of B in Pi n Pju’o. 
Theo&me 3 of [8] says that two conjugate parabolic subgroups contained 
in a common parabolic subgroup P are conjugate in P. Thus the set on which 
Pi n Pp acts is (BU : g E Pi}. But P5 = B u BsiB,: (2.11 of [2]). Thus the set 
being permuted is (B} u (Bsib : 6 E BJ. Bi , the stabilizer of B in Pi n PF, is 
certainly transitive on the second set in the union. Moreover, zuOsizu,, = sj E P* 
says that si E Pi n P,Wo, and so Pi n Pp is transitive on the entire set. Thus 
it is Z-transitive, and the proof is complete. 
III. SPLIT (B, N)-PAIRS AND BLOCKS OF DEFECT ZERO 
The notation is the same as in Section II. In addition, we assume that G is 
finite and that its (B, N) pair is split and has characteristicp for some primep. 
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This means that B has a normal p-subgroup .lJ which compiements H and 
that B is Abelian and has order coprime to p. (See Section 3 of [2] or [7]. In 
[7], U is called X-, V is called I’, but otherwise the notation in [2] and [7] is the 
same as here.) 
We collect some facts about G which will be needed beloiv. For 1’~’ E lF, 
define U,U = U n Ll’” and U,- = U n .?YQ”‘. (UtU is well defined in spite 
of the fact that w is a coset of H in iV and not an element of N because 
U is normalized by H, and so any coset representative of zu will give the same 
O;, .) Let Ui = U; , Vi = Uqi and note that lit . N = B, . 
(A) Let w E W. Z(ws,) > Z(w) implies U;,; = Ui(UUJ:-)si and 
ui n (L~7c-)s, = {l>. 
Z(zus,) < Z(U) implies UIO- = Ui( O;-J~ and Ui 19 (U;$’ = (1 j. 
(B) For w E JV, U = U,-U, . 
(C) G = &,,WU~V-(w)-lB and lJ”o n B = (11, where @) is any coset 
representative of wH, and l&,,,I,JUW-(w)- l is a set of coset representatives of 
BinG. 
Let (sJ, 1 < i :$ n be coset representatives in N of the si . 
(D) If 2kEUi, Uf 1, then (sJ-~u(sJ = fi(u) hi(zl)(si) gi(u). where 
fi(u) E rj;. , f<(u) f 1, h?(zl) E H, and g,(u) E U, ai f 1. 
These are 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.7 in [7] or 3.3 and 4.4 in [2]. 
From Proposition 1 we see that UiH u U,H(.s<) r/, is a group. It contains 
the (s~)-~u(s;), fi(u), h,(u) and (si) of (D), and so g,(u) belongs to the inter- 
section of I/ and this group which is just cri . Thus hi(u.)(sJ = 
f,(~>-“(u>‘“i’g,(~)-’ E U,ViUi . We have proved 
PROPOSITION 2. (si) may be selected from CrtV,Ui r\ s$H. 
In the terminology of [2], Proposition 2 says that all split (B, X) pairs are 
restricted (3.9 of [2]). This fact is useful for the construction of characteristic-p 
representations of G. (See 5.7 of [2] or 3.17 (c) of [7].) 
From now on, assume that the (si) are chosen according to Proposition 2. 
LEMMA. tUi , Vi) = ti,H, u UiHi(si) Ui , mkere Hi = H I? <Ui , Vi), 
Proof. The inclusion >_ is clear, since (si) E UiV,Ui To prove C, it 
suffices to show that UiHi u L’$fi(si) LTi is a group because it certainly 
contains U6 and Up = Vi . Checking that UiHd v UiHi(si)Ui is a group is 
straightforward using (D) and remembering that gi(u) E Ui , that (sI) 
normalizes Hi and that Hi normalizes Vi . This proves the lemma. 
Now let HO = iHi” : w E W, 1 ,( i < n>. (Hi”’ is well defined as 
H is Abelian.) By 3.28 of [7] or 3.10 of [2], a coset representative 
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(w) of each w E I;y may be chosen in such a way that for any 20, w’ E Ii’, 
(w)(zu’)(~zu’)-1 E H, . We choose the (w)‘s with this property. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G,, be the subgroup qf G generated by the p-sub- 
groups of G. Then G,, = UwEFv lJ,,-(zu)-lH,,lJ. G,, kas n split (B, N) pair witfz 
B, L- H,U, N,, = N n G, and witfz Weyl group generated by (sl) HO ,..., 
(So) H,, . GO Q G and G,,H = G. 
Proof. Once the second sentence is checked, every other assertion is 
easily verified. We first check 3. G, contains U and each Hi by the Lemma. 
G,, is normal in G and so G,, contains HO. By Proposition 2, (sJ E Gs , and 
since modulo I&, each (w) is a product of the (Q)‘s, each (w) E G, . This is 
sufficient to give the inclusion 2. To check the other inclusion we show that 
the set ~lcowU~O-(w)-lHOU, is a group which contains all p-Sylow subgroups 
of G. Call this set X. 
U isp-Sylow in G by (C) and the fact that U,- = (1) implies that w = 1. 
Hence an arbitrary p-Sylow subgroup of G is of the form UcwJu, zu E Iv, 
uEUby(C).Th us if X is a group, then it surely contains all p-Sylow sub- 
groups. 
We check that X is a group. Let w, w’ E W. Then U;,(W’)-~H,U 
U,-(w)-lH,U = V,,(w’)-‘U,-(w)-lH~U, using (B) and remembering that 
HO normalizes any l& and any (w) normalizes H, . Using induction on Z(w’), 
(B), and the fact that (wl)(wa) == ( w,w,)(mod Ha) for all w,, w, E W, we see that 
to prove that this complex is contained in X it suffices to check that for all i 
(si)-‘Uw-(w)-l 2 x. 
I f  Z(wsJ > Z(zu), then 
(si)-‘Uu-(w)-1 = ( UzO-)‘““‘(si)-‘(zu)-1 _C U;;,JWS&~H~ C X by (A). 
Now suppose Z(wsJ < Z(zo). Then (s&lU,-(w)-l = Uj”~‘(~~)-*U;~~(s~)(w)-~ 
by (A). But Ujsi’ _C (1) u U&s,) Ui by (D). Thus (s;)-‘U,-(w)-i C 
U;s.(wsi)-lHo u U,H,(s,) U,(S,)-~U~~L(S~)(W)-~. The first set in the union 
is contained in X and the latter is just U,(s,) UiU;,,fii)-l(w)-lHO . ((s~)~ E HO, 
and so normalizes UtLFsi . ) But this is contained in U,(s,) U,&(s,)-l(w)-‘HOU by 
(B) which is equal to U,-(W)-~H,,U by (A). (That ( U;s,)(si) = ( ULsi)(sd)-l is 
easily checked, since si4 = 1 and since H normalizes U& .) But this set is 
contained in X and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM. Suppose G, a finite group, has a saturated split (B, N) pair of 
characteristic p and that G, is the subgroup of G generated by the p-subgroups 
of G. The number of p blocks of G of defect zero is 1 G : GO /. 
Proof. Corollary 5.12 of [2] and Proposition 3 say that G,, has a unique 
p block of defect 0 (A hypothesis was omitted in 5.12 and 5.11 of [2]. You 
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must assume that HR = H, where HR (what we have called H,) is defined 
in 3.10 of [2]. The argument used to prove Theorem 4 of [l] may be used 
with facts from [7] to show that G, has a unique p block of defect 0, a1so.j 
Let < be the ordinary character of G, in this block. Then, t;(l) = 1 L’ i by 
5.11 of [2]~ 
By Theorem 2 of [l], G has an ordinary character of degree 1 B : H 1 = 
\ LT 1 which must then belong to a block of defect 0. In fact? the ordinary 
character x in any block of defect 0 has degree j U i because 1 t: \ / x(l) and 
the irreducible modular representation afforded by x has degree less than or 
equal to / U / (4.3(b) of [2] or 3.9(b) of [7].) 
Now Clifford’s Theorem implies that the restriction of any such x to G, is 
just 5 since (1 G : G, (, p) = 1. Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to show 
that there are / G : G, 1 extensions of 5 to a character of G. There are at least 
1 G : G, 1 extensions which may be obtained by multiplying a fixed extension 
by the various (linear) characters of G which contain G,, in their kernels. 
But there are no more than i G : G, 1 extensions as each is a constituent of 
lG of degree / U 1 and as (“(1) = / U 1 j G : G,, /. The proof is complete. 
This theorem corrects 3.30 [7] and extends 5.12 [2] (where, as pointed out 
in the first paragraph of the proof, a hypothesis about H was omitted,j 
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